SPN 490: Final Course Evaluation
Spring 2011

Service Project

1. As a result of my service project, my understanding of the Hispanic population of NC has:
   - increased significantly
   - increased somewhat
   - not changed
   - decreased

2. As a result of my service project, my desire to become more active politically has:
   - increased significantly
   - increased somewhat
   - not changed
   - decreased

3. As a result of my service project, my desire to do community service in the future has:
   - increased significantly
   - increased somewhat
   - not changed
   - decreased

4. I plan to volunteer in my community sometime in the near future: yes probably maybe no

5. I plan to advocate for Hispanics in NC in the near future: yes probably maybe no
   If so, indicate in what way(s): _____________________________________________________

6. I feel that taking a service-learning course helped me learn about Hispanics and their cultures:
   - more than other SPN classes
   - as much as other SPN classes
   - less than other SPN classes

7. I feel that taking a service-learning course helped me improve my Spanish speaking skills:
   - more than other SPN classes
   - as much as other SPN classes
   - less than other SPN classes

8. I feel that taking a service-learning course helped me improve my Spanish listening skills:
   - more than other SPN classes
   - as much as other SPN classes
   - less than other SPN classes

9. This semester, you were asked to write 5 journal entries about your service project. How many would you recommend for future semesters? ______

10. This semester, you were asked to give 2 presentations on your service project. Please comment on this:
    a) very useful
    b) somewhat useful
    neutral
    not useful
    a) too many
    b) just enough
    not enough

11. Any comments/suggestions for the service project? Anything you wish you had learned from this part of the class?
Research Project

1. As a result of my research paper, my understanding of MLA formatting and style has:

   increased significantly  increased somewhat  not changed  decreased

2. As a result of my research paper, my ability to find research materials (articles, books, sites) has:

   increased significantly  increased somewhat  not changed  decreased

3. As a result of my class research project, my ability to create graphs and figures in Excel has:

   increased significantly  increased somewhat  not changed  decreased

4. As a result of my annotated bibliography, my ability to synthesize and analyze materials has:

   increased significantly  increased somewhat  not changed  decreased

5. Any comments/suggestions for the research project? Anything you wish you had learned from this part of the class?

General

1. Please rank the class visitors in order of interest/usefulness. If you did not hear their presentation, leave it blank. 1 - 7, 1 = most useful/interesting, 7 = least useful/interesting

   ____ Nicholas Faherty (Centro Latino)   ____ Everardo Morales
   ____ Marcio Moreno (UNCW Admissions)   ____ Barbara Biba (Cape Fear Literacy Council)
   ____ Isis Dennis                       ____ Lucy Vásquez (Amigos Internacional)
   ____ Edelmira Segovia (UNCW Centro Hispano)

2. Please list any agencies that you would like to have had us visit as a class.

3. Please list any visitors that you would like to have had speak to our class.

4. What did you learn from the first book that we read (The Latino Migration Experience in NC)?

5. What did you learn from the second book that we read (Un juego sin fronteras)?

6. Any general comments or suggestions for the class?